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Abstract—Acquisition and representation of semantic con-
cepts is a necessary requirement for the understanding of
natural languages by cognitive systems. Word games provide an
interesting opportunity for semantic knowledge acquisition that
may be used to construct semantic memory. A task-dependent
architecture of the knowledge base inspired by psycholinguistic
theories of human cognition process is introduced. The core of
the system is an algorithm for semantic search using a simplified
vector representation of concepts. Based on this algorithm a 20
questions game has been implemented. This implementation
provides an example of an application of the semantic memory,
but also allows for testing the linguistic competence of the
system. A web portal with Haptek-based talking head interface
facilitates acquisition of a new knowledge while playing the
game and engaging in dialogs with users.

I. INTRODUCTION

Semantic memory is one of the key elements of the

human cognitive system. It is a container for general knowl-

edge about the world, storing associations between word

meanings, providing systematic relations between concepts,

working as a kind of mental lexicon deeply involved in

all human language-related activities, and probably in all

thinking and reasoning processes. The need to distinguish

semantic memory from other types of memory has been

argued for by Tulving [1] as a part of his theory of long

term memory. Three psycholinguistic theories of the data

organization in semantic memory have been proposed: a

hierarchical model [2], spreading activation model [3], and

prototype-based model [4]. They may serve as inspirations

for the implementation of the linguistic competences in

cognitive systems [5], [6]. Artificial intelligence based on

symbolic approach failed to create decent natural language

interfaces, while the subsymbolic approach [7], [8] has

been successful only in psycholinguistic investigation, or

in analysis of small-scale scripted stories [9], [10]. Natural

language processing remains as one of the greates challanges

to computational intelligence.

A system capable of understanding natural language

should have a semantic lexicon that stores the meaning of

basic concepts, and should be able to construct rich repre-

sentations of the linguistic objects from this basic knowledge.

A cognitive system with semantic memory containing con-

cepts with well defined relations can be used to bootstrap

itself, building and incrementally improving through natural

language interactions with the system. With more linguistic
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information in the semantic memory, disambiguation of word

meanings and classification of text episodes based on a priori

knowledge is strongly improved [11], [12]. Construction of

semantic memory requires two basic tasks to be completed:

first, building its computational model based on flexible

knowledge representation, and second, filling it with data.

In this article we shall further extend our previous attempts

based on vector space representation of concepts [6] to

solve these two issues. In the following section problems of

knowledge representation for semantic memory is discussed.

Several ambitious approaches to knowledge representation,

such as the frame-based CyC expert system [13], use very

complex knowledge structures, and therefore impede efficient

evaluation of properties of the whole concept space. Much

simpler vector representations of concepts are sufficient in

most applications. In the third section the semantic search

algorithm is introduced, and in the fourth section it is

applied to the 20-question game. In the fifth section active

learning aimed at improving data acquisition and verifying its

correctness is presented. Experimental results are evaluated

in section six, and the paper is closed with a discussion.

II. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION FOR SEMANTIC

MEMORY

In word games and some other applications, the simplest

representation of knowledge in form of concept description

vectors (CDVs) is already quite useful [6]. CDVs are binary

vectors with elements equal to 1 for features that can be used

to describe an object, and 0 for all other features. Going

beyond such simple representation “semantic networks”, or

networks of interconnected concepts, may be used [14].

In many types of such networks the basic elements are

unchanged, taking the form of relations between triples:

objects – attributes – values (OAV, [15]). There may be

many different interpretations of such relations, for example

RDF 1 forms triples: object – predicate – property. The

set of interconnected words forms a semantic network of

concepts, with connections identified with typed relations

between them. Although ontologies are usually represented

by hierarchical trees semantic networks may provide more

information in some domains. They can easily be visualized

in a graphical form. Using predefined relation types, semantic

networks are able to display cognitive economy – features of

concepts from the higher (more general) ontological levels

can be inherited by more specific terms through the IS_A

relation. In this way general knowledge for specific objects

1see RDF primer at http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-rdf-syntax/
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Fig. 1. Basic knowledge chunk vwCRK

may be obtained without the necessity of storing direct

relations between each feature and each object.

However, such an approach has also some drawbacks: the

inferences are computed through operations on the graph,

limiting the flexibility of representations, for example pre-

venting direct IS_A interpretation. To compute inheritance

additional processing time connected with these type of

relations is needed. There are also limitations for handling

exceptions, ambiguities and problems with defining the

(un)certainty of knowledge. To avoid these drawbacks triples

that cannot express knowledge in form of object – has – an

attribute – with a given value are extended here to knowledge

chunks with information about certainty and strength of such

relations. Sentences in the form of “object – is connected –

using given relation – with the feature” may be modeled in

this way. An example of atom of knowledge used in our

system is shown in Fig. 1.

The basic knowledge chunk is here called vwCRK (v w

weights, Concept – Relation – Keyword). This allows to form

composite sentences of the form OAV or RDF. Factors v

and w allow for flexible specification of a new (deduced)

knowledge, with certainty estimated by probability factors,

enabling also the handling of exceptions through implicit

definitions for particular concepts and their features. The

factor w estimates the strength of the relation (in most cases

estimating how true or false it is), and the v factor its

certainty. For example “the swan is white” gets the w value

near +1, but the sentence “the swan is yellow” has w about

-1. Both sentences have v value near 1, meaning that this

knowledge is sure.

Knowledge in form of the vwCRK chunks is represented

in a quite simple way enabling associative reasoning, but in

some applications a large number of association should be

evaluated. For example, to invent a good question that gives

maximum information helping to understand the sentence,

a lot of inferences will be needed. Therefore to facilited

efficient evaluation of many concept relations the network

of vwCRK elements is transformed to its equivalent vector

representation. Conversion is based on the CDV concept

description vectors – sets of features describing each of the

objects that appear in the vwCRK semantic network. This

results in a matrix with objects indexed by columns, and fea-

tures indexed by rows. The vectors of CDV matrix obtained

in this way will be very sparse, because most of the features

are not directly connected to a given object. To discover all

features that are applicable to a given concept procedural

interpretation of selected relation types is introduced:

1) The IS_A relation allows to obtain specific features

from more general objects; the inherited features obtain

w values equal to the corresponding values of superior

relations, and the v value is decreased by 10% and

corrected during interaction with the human user.

2) The Similar relation type defines objects which share

features with each other; this relation gives the oppor-

tunity to acquire new knowledge from similar objects

through swapping of unknown features with given

certainty factors.

3) The Excludes relation allows to exchange some un-

known features (analogically to the “similar” relation),

but the sign of the w weight value of the relation is

reversed.

4) The Entail relation allows to acquire information about

the applicability of additional features based on the

information about connections between features; the

presence of one feature automatically entails a few

more features (connected via the entail relation) to

appear in the CDV description of the object. This is

analogical to the logical implication.

The smallest chunk (atom) of knowledge contains three

components, defining the strength and the direction of rela-

tions between concepts and keywords: directly entered into

the knowledge base (D), deduced using predefined relation

types (V) from the stored information, and (A) obtained

during system’s interaction with the human user (see section

V below). The weight w is determined from the average

linear combination of these three components:

w = avg(αD + βV + γA) (1)

where: α, β, γ are arbitrary chosen weights summing to

one (for example, 0.25, 0.34, 0.41). The introduction of these

parameters enables learning and correcting the knowledge

base by obtaining new knowledge through interaction with

users.

III. SEMANTIC SEARCH ALGORITHM

A lot of default knowledge is brought into language

comprehension. Objects in the semantic network mapped

into CDV space can be identified by referring to their

features. In human minds these features invoke either specific

objects or general categories of objects. Typical searching

process requires matching a sufficient number of keywords

to uniquely identify an object. To discover the minimum

number of features needed for unique identification the

system should interactively ask most relevant questions to

gain maximum information. The answers received select the

most probable sets of objects. This idea of selecting best

features is the basis of knowledge representation by decision

trees, but here we need to construct such trees in a dynamical

way as the initial knowledge given to the system does not

need to correspond to the top levels of any existing tree.

Given the CDV matrix representation for a group of objects

the fraction of all objects for which the keyword has value

vi is calculated as pi = p(keyword = vi), i = 1..m. Using
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this distribution of probabilities, Shannon information (IG) is

defined for each feature for a given subspace of all objects:

IG(feature) = −
m∑
i

pi log pi (2)

The feature with the highest information value is used to

formulate a question, and the answer to this question is used

to reduce uncertainty about object identification. The initial

description of the object and the subsequent user answers

are collected in the answer vector A. This vector is used

as a reference to calculate distance from the objects in the

semantic space. In the n–dimensional subspace of all known

feature values Euclidean distance can be used to evaluate

which objects (represented by their CDV vectors) are most

likely; for a given vector V :

d(V, A) =

√√√√
n∑

i=1

(Vi − Ai)
2

(3)

However, CDV vectors are very sparse because the detailed

knowledge about objects is missing, and most features are

not applicable to a given object, and the known features have

different values of certainty (v) and strength (w). Therefore

better results are obtained with the distance calculated ac-

cording to the formula:

d(V,A) =

∑N

i=1 (1 − dist(Vi, Ai))

N
(4)

where N is the number of features, and the distance is

calculated as

dist(x, y) =

⎧⎨
⎩

0 , if y = NULL
−abs(y)/N , if v = 0

v|x − y| , if v > 0
(5)

where:

x - is the value of CDV component (weight w describing

relation),

y - is the answer given by a human user for the successive

questions. The NULL value denotes the “don’t know” answer

obtained from the user.

v - is the certainty of knowledge in CDV.

The subspace of the most probable concepts lies in the

minimum distance covering around the answer vector A:

O(A) = {c|d(V (c), A) = min} (6)

Here d(V (c), A) is the distance between the object c
represented by its CDV vector and the answer vector A.

Using an iterative process, the information in each feature

is calculated with reduced number of objects from the O(A)
covering, and is used to formulate the next question. The

fastest convergence to the solution is obtained by shrinking

this covering, selecting at each iteration only the objects

with minimal distance, but this approach does not take into

account the possible mistakes (wrong, or inaccurate answers)

Fig. 2. The Avatar used for the 20 questions game.

of the user, and thus can cause the search to fail. This

problem is discussed below.

IV. THE 20 QUESTIONS GAME

The search algorithm presented above has been used to im-

plement the 20 questions game. First, it shows an interesting

application of semantic memory, and second, it allows for

evaluation of the quality of collected knowledge. In this game

the machine tries to guess the concept that a human player

is thinking about. The questions are in the form that can be

answered in a simple way: yes, no, seldom, sometimes and

don’t know. The consecutive games should help to actualize

the knowledge base and thus increase competence of the

system. We are aware of only one computer implementation

of this game2. In this implementation a set of about 500

fixed questions is used, and a table of objects/questions with

weights associated with each answer has been built and is

updated as a result of new games. Although the algorithm

works quite well it does not contain real representation of

objects, it is specialized only to play the 20 question game,

while in our case the main goal is to create and test good

semantic memory that has wide applications.

The user interface may be constructed in a form of an

Avatar, a talking head simulated using the 3-dimensional

graphics. The Avatar (Fig. 2) has been built using the Haptek

technology 3. It may use speech recognition and synthesis

for communication, enabling natural communication; in our

implementation standard Microsoft Windows tools (Speech

API) have been used. It works quite well for the limited

number of words that need to be recognized.

The game has been implemented and may be accessed at

the web portal using the Avatar interface (but without speech

recognition) at: http://diodor.eti.pg.gda.pl, or using a simple

text interface at: http://diodor.eti.pg.gda.pl/simple.html

Implementation of the 20 questions game required a

few modifications of the semantic search algorithm. First,

2see http://www.20q.net
3see the Haptek site http://www.haptek.com
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the feature selected to formulate the question presented to

the human user is based on its information value. Always

choosing the best feature will lead to a situation where each

time the search is repeated the same questions are being

asked, as the algorithm goes on through the same search path.

Although it is optimal in terms of convergence, it may be

annoying and boring for the user. This is avoided by selecting

keywords using a lottery, with a probability proportional to

the information content of each feature:

p(ci) =
IGi∑N
k IGk

(7)

Randomized questions allow to guess the same concept

each time in a different way, making the play more in-

teresting, but they can also lead to a larger number of

questions. In the worst case the search algorithm could fail

to find the right answer. To prevent this, one may restrict the

selection to a few best keywords only, or alternate between

maximization of information and randomized choice. Asking

questions in such a randomized way makes not only the game

more attractive, but allows also for more effective knowl-

edge acquisition, as described below. Experiments show that

alternating between optimal selection and the probabilistic

choice of the next question is sufficient to find the object in

the restricted semantic space used for testing in less than 20

steps.

The second modification of the semantic search algorithm

concerns the metod of narrowing subspaces. Choosing only

the objects that have a minimal distance to the answer vector

at the next step of the algorithm does not take into account

possible mistakes of the player, different points of view of

different people, or some mistakes in knowledge base. To

take this into account a soft “safety margin” is added to

the minimal distance covering of the answer vector A. The

probability pborder that an object is in the covering set of the

answer vector in the next step of the game is estimated in a

heuristic way assuming that pborder = 1/dborder, where:

dborder = dmin + std(O(A))/k (8)

where dmin is the minimal distance between the answer

vector A and its nearest CDV vector, and std(O(A)) is the

standard deviation computed for the set of the objects in

the O(A) covering subspace, divided by k, the step number

of the game, narrowing the margin as more information is

collected.

The assumption that the game requires 20 questions is

frequently excessive. In games with narrow domains concepts

may be found even after a few questions, with additional

questions asked only to confirm the certainty of the con-

clusions. In such a case it may be advantageous to make a

quick guess of the concept. To determine when to make such

a guess, a heuristic based on analysis of the distance from

the most probable object and object next to it is used. If this

distance grows with each new question asked, the algorithm

makes a guess.

V. ACTIVE LEARNING

Common sense knowledge can be represented in the form

of relations between objects and features, stored in semantic

memory. Three methods have been used to collect this

knowledge:

1) manual editing,

2) importing information from ontologies and machine

readable dictionaries,

3) data mining algorithms used on free text to search for

statistical correlations between concepts.

These three approaches have been used to construct initial

semantic memory, and then purify and extend it in an

interactive dialogs with users. The semantic search algorithm

is used here also for verification of the quality of the semantic

memory: if the search process is finished with success,

knowledge collected in the semantic memory is correct and

useful. The 20 questions game may be used for verification

and acquisition of additional knowledge for the semantic

memory.

A. Learning new objects

The 20-question game system may guess the concept

either correctly or wrongly. If the guess was correct the

system knows enough about the object, the questions that

have been asked and the answers obtained from the user

were sufficiently informative. Results may be used to modify

the CDV of the concept that has been guessed correctly

updating features corresponding to questions with definite

answers (that is, yes or no). The second scenario, when

system fails to guess the concept correctly, is followed by

asking an additional question: What did you have in mind?

The parsed answer gives the right concept (in terms of the

questions asked), and allows for addition of a new concept,

or for a modification of the CDV vector representation of

an existing concept. The modification of the knowledge is

made according to the Eq. (1), where the A component is

modified.

B. Learning new features

During the search process in the feature space some

objects described by their CDV vectors may appear identical.

In this case they cannot be correctly distinguished by asking

questions, and the semantic memory system should acquire

new knowledge to disambiguate identical concepts. In this

situation, the scenario of a dialog for obtaining new features

for non-separable concepts is invoked. For each of the

n identical concepts the question is asked: Tell me what

characterizes the <concept>. Parsed user answers allow to

enrich CDV representation for the specified object, and allow

the entry of new features into the semantic memory. They

can then appear as one of the questions in the 20q quiz, and

thus can enhance also representations of other concepts.

C. Extensions

Implementation of the new dialog scenarios should make

the word game playing system more attractive, and should
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Fig. 3. CDV density changes according to relation type

allow for gathering knowledge in a more effective way. One

of the new dialogue scenarios is aimed at generalization

of properties, to keep the features at the most general and

most useful level. In the process of collecting knowledge and

converting it to the CDV representation a lot of redundant

information is created: some features are defined multiple

times at more specialized taxonomy levels. One can easily

identify situations where one of the features is connected

with objects of the subnode in the taxonomy tree. Identifica-

tion of that feature allows to ask the player a question: Is it

true that <feature> is typical for <upper concept>?

Positive answer allows to add features to more general

concepts and propagate them to all more specific subnodes.

This type of active dialog allows for restructuring of the se-

mantic memory. More dialog scenarios may be used to obtain

new specific knowledge, and correct or extend the knowledge

already stored. It should be worthwhile to create dialogs

for obtaining new knowledge using analogies between set

of concepts, but this has not been done so far.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To test the proposed approach in a restricted domain,

semantic memory for the animal kingdom domain has been

created (another application to diagnosis of mental disorders

has also been created but is too specialized to be discussed

here). The basic semantic space has been constructed as an

aggregation of the knowledge from different machine read-

able knowledge sources: WordNet [16], ConceptNet [17],

SumoMilo ontology [18], and the MindNet [19] project. To

avoid irrelevant concepts and features the knowledge is added

to the semantic memory only if it appears in two or more of

these sources. The basic semantic space size contained 172

objects and 475 features involved in 5031 relations. Changing

knowledge representation from a semantic network (vwCRK)

into a simpler representation based on CDV vectors helps to

obtain new features. Figure 3 presents the number of features

per concept, called CDV density, after adding interpretation

of different types of relations.

The first bar represents “pure” semantic space, with an

average of 29 features per concept, features that have been

obtained directly from the primary sources. The subsequent

bars show how the number of features in CDV grows after

applying particular types of relations: “is-a, similar, entails,

excludes”. After all these relations have been applied, an

average of over 46 features per concept have been obtained.

The semantic search algorithm can be used to measure

the quality of the semantic memory. The coefficient Q that

estimates this quality may be taken as the proportion between

the number of searches that finished with success NS and the

total number of searches N . The semantic memory error is

E = 1 − Q = 1 − NS/N .

The quality of the basic semantic space has been calculated

for 10 random concepts. To obtain more reliable estimate,

probability distribution of the number of features in CDV has

been used to choose concepts with the number of features

close to an average. For the animal domain selecting 10

random concepts gives Q around 0.8, and repeated 5 times

this process gave the average error E = 0.18.

It is also instructive to evaluate the speed of learning

of new concepts. This may be estimated as the average

number of games and search steps that have to be made to

correctly recognize new concept. Because each finished game

changes the state of the knowledge base, search of a new

concept is made interchangeably with its two most similar

concepts, demonstrating the increase of separability of the

new concept. Search of all new concepts and two additional

(the most similar) makes one step of test procedure. Initially

the test procedure has been run for 30 concepts (the number

of additional runs was taken as 3 times the number of failed

concepts, making it depended on the result of the search

process). All 10 new concepts have been learnt after 5 steps

of test procedure, but it should be mentioned here the last

two steps were performed only for one concept search.

For the initial semantic space the average number of

games played until the system correctly recognized the new

concept was Nf = 2.79. The precise value for a given

concept depends on the number of semantic neighbors that

are close to this concept. More games have to be played if the

new concept is quite similar to many other concepts, while

for distinct new concepts sometimes a single game will be

sufficient. The average number of search steps (questions) is

proportional to Nf .

Another factor that is useful for estimation of the semantic

memory quality is the completeness of concept representa-

tion. This has been evaluated in two ways. First, the CDV

description of the concept is considered sufficiently detailed

if the concept can be guessed playing the game. Second, the

number of features defined for the concept may be compared

to a golden standard, that is a manually created predefined set

of features that are relevant for the concept. Four measures

of the concept description quality have been introduced for

each concept O.

1) Sd = Nf (GS) − Nf (O) is the measure of incom-

pleteness. Nf (GS) is the number of features defined
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in the Golden Standard GS = G(O) for the concept

O, and Nf (O) is the number of features defined for

this concept in CDV (O). The Sd value shows how

many features are still missing compared to the golden

standard.

2) SGS =
∑Nf (O)

i=1 [1 − δ(CDVi(GS) − CDVi(O))] is

the measure of similarity, based on the co-occurrence

of features; the sum is only over features with defined

yes/no values. The SGS value is the number of features

from O that are found in the golden standard GS
vectors; the reverse measure (SNO) is defined below.

The ratio Sd/SGS of the similarity and incompleteness

measure shows the percentage of all features of the

golden standard that has already been defined for the

concept O.

3) Difw =
∑m

i=1(|CDVi(O) − CDVi(GS)|/m is the

average difference for all m feature values that appear

in both O and GS representations. This measure shows

how the feature values differ in O and GS vectors for

those features that are common to the two vectors.

4) SNO =
∑Nf (GS)

i=1 [1 − δ(CDVi(O) − CDVi(GS))],
analogically to SGS , is the measure of similarity of

two CDV vectors based on co-occurring features, with

summation running over features in the GS. The SNO

value is equal to the number of features that appear in

description of the concept O and are not found in the

GS.

The difference between CDV (O) and GS representations

is not only due to the lack of knowledge, but may also come

from implementation of the mechanism to partially random-

ize questions, allowing for more knowledge acquisition when

the game with the same concept is repeated several time.

The quality measures defined above have been evaluated

in the following way:

1) A concept O is chosen randomly with the probability

proportional to the exp(N(O)/N)), where N(O) is

the number of features in concept O and N is the total

number of features, giving concepts with larger set of

features a higher chance of being selected.

2) The CDV (O) representation of the chosen concept O
is inspected, and if necessary corrected.

3) The CDV (O) is removed from the memory.

4) The system tries to learn the concept O by playing the

20 questions game.

Average results of performing this procedure for 5 test

objects are depicted in figure 4, illustrating the changes

of different quality measures as the learned representations

are slowly approaching the desired golden standards. The

dynamics of the process is shown as a function of the number

of games played.

The results show that the active learning method is useful

for gaining new features for concept description vectors – the

CDV representation of new concepts is getting more precise,

increasing the number of well-defined features. This is clear

from the NOρ (NOρ = SNO + SGS) graph showing the

average growth of the number of features as a function of the

number of games played. Randomization of questions helps

to find different features in each game. For the tested set of

concepts, the average number of the games was Nf = 2.67.

After the first successful game when a particular concept has

been correctly recognized it was always found properly.

The value Sd is calculated for the average number of

features of the golden standard of all 5 tested objects. For

the five concepts used in test this was 55.5 features. The

decreasing trend implies that the features from the new

CDV vector progressively cover the features of the golden

standard. It may achieve zero or even become negative if

more games are played (thanks to the randomization of

questions), but the speed of convergence is asymptotically

decreasing to zero, because with each new game the number

of new features acquired is decreasing.

The SNO values represent the number of features that have

not been covered by the golden standard. The number of

such features is near 30% of all features in the new CDV

vector. This has no influence on the quality of searching

as reflected in the stabilization of the Nf = 2.67 value. It

simply shows that a significant part of the 475 features that

define the whole semantic space are irrelevant to the golden

standard representation of a particular concept even in such

restricted domain.

The covergence of coverage to the golden standard is

shown in the graph of SGS . After 4 games only a few new

fatures are added. Decreasing speed of feature acquisition

shows that in the later games more features will be out of

this set, so the percentage of SNO in NOρ will grow.

VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PLANS

Artificial Intelligence has failed to deliver its promises in

many areas, but arguably the most disappointing failure has

been in the language domain. There is a strong tendency

towards embodied cognitive systems, hoping that somehow

higher cognitive functions will emerge with internal represen-

tations related to the action-perception information process-

ing. This trend is important and interesting, but it remains

to be seen whether symbolic understanding and reasoning

may be achieved in this way. Aaron Sloman (University of

Birmingham, private information) has recently argued that

cognition is tethered rather than embodied, and therefore one

should not abandon simpler approaches to natural language

processing. A lot has yet to be done, for example there are

no common-sense ontologies, or semantic networks that will

systematically describe simple concepts, or even simplest

vector representations of most common concepts.

The approach presented here goes in the direction of

combining semantic network representation with simplified

CDV vector space representation to facilitate fast searches

and retrieval of information. This is not sufficient for full

text understanding required in a dialog system, but is a

big step forward compared to the purely symbolic template

matching techniques [20] used by chatterbots. The use of

CDV representation enables concept definition, evaluation

of concept similarity and refinement of queries in ambiguous

situations, significantly increasing the level of competence of
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linguistic systems. In particular, various word games may be

played using semantic memory with avatar-based interfaces

in a natural way. Winning the 20 question game against

humans in an unrestricted domain is an important challenge

for computational intelligence, perhaps more significant than

winning with the chess world champions. In chess speed

of computing in very important, but in word games exten-

sive knowledge about language concepts is needed. Other

applications of semantic memory include search engines that

should be able to query the user for precise meaning, or

chatterbot systems that ask intelligent questions using limited

representation of concept properties.

The biggest problem is how to collect this knowledge in

an automatic or semi-automatic way. Although we have used

many sources (WordNet [16], ConceptNet [17], SumoMilo

ontology [18], MindNet [19]), and have restricted the domain

to animals and their features, the knowledge that may be

generated in this way [6] is still far from what an average

human knows about the subject. Additional knowledge may

be gained from such sources as the Wikipedia articles or CyC

ontologies. These sources of knowledge may create initial se-

mantic memory, and the active learning and dialog scenarios

discussed here may help to collect more knowledge.

It is not enough to determine similarity between the

concepts by comparing their CDV representation, as small

differences may sometimes be sufficient to distinguish be-

tween concepts and different subsets of features may be

used to discriminate concepts. The guessing game with

randomized questions played between two programs could

be the key to identify concepts that are hard to guess

and thus their representation should be changed. An active

search for more knowledge to discriminate between similar

concepts, combined with dialogues with the curators of the

semantic memory should also help to add and correct the

new knowledge. In the end a large-scale collaborative effort,

similar to Wordnet or MindNet, may be needed to remove

remaining errors and provide useful enhancements. We are

working on such system now, and hope that it will allow

for a significant progress in natural language processing

capabilities of cognitive architectures.
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